POWER SHUT DOWN
Panaji February 7, 2020
Magha 18, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on February 10, 2020 at Opa Feeder from 9.00 am to 12.00 p.m. due to maintenance work. The areas affected are Sahakari Farm, parts of Koparwada, Amigos Hotel and Opa treatment plant.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on February 10, 2020 at Khadpabandh feeder from 7.00 am to 12.00 p.m. due to maintenance work. The areas affected are Electricity Colony, Nagamasjid, Warkhande, Almeida School, Heritage Princess, Khadpabandh and Ravinagar.

And a power shut down has been arranged on February 12, 2020 at Farmagudi feeder from 7.00 am to 12.00 p.m. due to maintenance work. The areas affected are parts of Nagamasjid, Sports Complex, Sapur, Ambegal, Patantally, Farmagudi GVMs Colleg, Shivnagari, PES College, Conem, Housing Board, Dhonshi, Nageshi Bandora, Mahalaxmi Temple and Kunal Construction.
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